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E V A N G E L I C A L

August 23, 1948

VISITOR

With the Church of Rhodesia
in their Jubilee Conference
A Report From The Field

W e rejoice with these our brethren
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men, an outdoor kitchen, but that first night
all those places were abandoned as visitors
found accommodation in school rooms and
dormitories. It was wet and cold outside.
With the first prayer bell the people quickly, quietly, and reverently entered the church.
It was indicative of the orderliness, fine spirit, and splendid unity and co-operation of
our four days together. The Spirit of God
was p r e s e n t from the very beginning.
Thtfugh tired from their long journeys in the
rain and cold, faces were eager and happy
as they worshipped.
That first service was a welcome meeting
—for the visiting Africans, for the Delegation from the Home Church, for visiting missionaries, and for the newly arrived missionary sisters. In his introductory remarks,
Brother Brubaker expressed our aims and
prayer for this Conference—that it may be
a time of giving ourselves to God that great
blessing may go from us to the people we
meet and serve. That was indeed the spirit
that prevailed through out each session.

GREETINGS
Missionaries, Delegation and Missionaries' Children at the Rhodesian Anniversary
Especially appreciated were the testiConference, 1948.
monies and greetings of the two brethren
bility which no one else can perform or is from America and the sisters who had arMISSIONARIES' CONFERENCE
expected to perform, though on the Mission rived just two days before. Sister Anna
Revival, we are told, is born of prayer. Field we are a long way from the specializa- Engle said, "God was faithful in declaring
So is a good conference the answer to pray- tion of the Homeland and that does not make His will. I feel just as definitely as the first
er. This anniversary conference has been our problem easier. We are not particularly time I came that God wants me here. 'I am
marked by the presence of God and warmth interested in having our own way, but we determined not to know anything among you
of spirit from beginning to end—the best we are interested in getting the mind of God. save Jesus Christ and Him crucified.'" New
missionaries are always welcome. Thus we
have had, some say. Perhaps so, but definite- We know He did lead us.
rejoiced again in our Lord's faithfulness as
ly the result of much and continued prayer.
Business meetings, long Board sessions, we listened to Sister Anna GraybilPs testiThe Matopo family gradually grew larger
until all the missionaries from both North- Bible teaching, testimony, discussion of ways mony. We prayed that African young people
ern and Southern Rhodesia were here for and means, fellowship in kitchen, dining would let God do the same for them. S he
their first dinner together, Thursday eve- room, and dormitories, co-operation and said, "My pathway seemed a mountainous
ning, July 1. Later that evening we gather- sympathetic understanding, w i l l i n g help one. I could hardly see myself leaving home
ed together in the assembly room (usually from the African staff—all these are part and friends, but through prayer and faith it
Brother and Sister Eyer's dining room) for of a missionary conference in Africa. We was not as hard as I thought. I want you to
our first worship service as a complete share one another's joys, we help bear bur- know that I was never happier in my life
group. Brother Brubaker led our worship in dens, we speak and act frankly, we uphold than tonight. I know that I shall never be
which he invited us to keep our eyes on one another in prayer: thus Conference gives sorry for having said, 'Yes, Lord, I'll go.' "
Christ by whose grace we have been saved strength and prepares for the conflict with
There followed a few words of greeting
and kept to this day. We enjoy the mountain an enemy who is strong and clever beyond from our brethren, from Brother Wolgemuth
imagination,
but
a
defeated
foe
through
tops and the feasting together in heavenly
in the words of the Apostle Paul, "Grace be
places, but ahead are the valleys of everyday Christ.
unto you and peace from God our Father
living in which the grace of God would keep
and from our Lord Jesus Christ. Blessed be
BIBLE CONFERENCE
us walking faithfully and confidently before
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
Him. That is the test of Christian strength
Conference came to an end with a Bible who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessand maturity.
Conference. All the children were home ings in heavenly places in Christ." In his
from school for the week-end and added remarks Brother Hostetter reminded us,
NATIVE CHURCH CONFERENCE
much to the meetings. Hearts were especial- "We have come here to do the things that
will cause God's work to prosper. I am goDrizzle! Cold weather! And the African ly blessed through the prayer service. Com- ing to learn a few things in these next days,
people on the way to Conference! We pray- ing from a period alone with God (perhaps and I hope you will too. If we do, we shall
ed that the Lord would be pleased to clear under a tree somewhere, in our rooms, or out be better Christians."
the weather, and He did over the week-end. amongst the rocks), we entered the assemThroughout the conference hearts were
But that first evening we met in the Matopo bly room with the glow of recent and vital blessed. Sincere, earnest interest was maniChurch—as many of us as could get in—for contact with our Saviour still on our faces fest in all the services, with business carried
and in our hearts. The prayer period toour worship.
gether, a time of intercession, passed all too on in the spirit of love, testimony meetings
This year the Native Conferences preceded quickly. Did God hear? Yes, and He is that had to be stopped, rich Bible truths
the missionaries' services. Business Confer- working. But He calls us all—you in the drunk in so that people later said they were
ence began Thursday, July 8. Several sig- Homeland, and us in Africa—to continued sorry to see the conference end, people
nificant questions were discussed, none more and united prayer that His will may be done eagerly buying the Jubilee booklet (rememso than a reconsideration of the emphases of continually.
brance, they called it), examining and buying
our work in Africa when every missionary
other Christian literature, hands raised for
silently renewed his dedication to the spirprayer and burdened hearts made lighter as
ANNIVERSARY PREPARATIONS
itual warfare ahead of us.
people prayed. Finally came the closing
Preparations
had
been
completed.
There
As pointed out in the first session, the
service and the traditional farewell song:
spirit and purpose of this conference is de- was a large grass tabernacle for services,
(Continued on page seven)
fined in Isaiah 41:1-20—to share responsi- roomy grass shelters for the women and
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Editorial
Observations
in Africa to have grown
FORtotheits church
present membership in the period
of time since it was founded causes one to
think a bit in terms of comparison between
the church in Africa and the church in
America.
The church in Africa has been established in virgin territory. At least for many,
many generations the Word of God had not
been taught in this area. In America we
suffer greatly from gospel hard-heartedness.
We must remember that the gospel "is the
savior of life unto life or death unto death."
To have heard the gospel and refused it,
makes the individual calloused in sin and
has a tendency to militantly oppose the
forwarding of its message.
The leadership of the church in Africa
is more finely sifted than the leadership of
the church in America. The self-denial
that is necessary with no opportunity in the
field of finance, a minus of the ease and
comfort of home life in America and the
necessity to accept social isolation, cause
many of the so-called leadership-aspirants
not to be interested in the foreign field. Then
too, the requirements of the Foreign Mission Board, that proven ability at home,
such as" faithfulness to task, a good team
worker, a good sense of church loyalty, together with the understanding that the first
term on the field serves as a bit of trial
period, tend to place on the field a capable
and efficient leadership.

has had very able servants, who were not
necessarily college trained but men who
used every opportunity to better themselves
for service and in a great sense were truly
educated.
If we are to conserve our youth we must
have a leadership they can and will respect.
We must remember the difference between
being respected for piety and Christian living versus being respected in the field of
Christian leadership. Think it not hard of
that young person who may respect highly
from a standpoint of Christian character one
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who is supposed to be their leader, but because of lack of vision, no program to offer,
•no forward-looking and aggressive policies
being introduced, they become weary of
unsystematic and ineffective routine. Sometimes youth have left us because at that
particular place there was not much to
'stay by.'
Deep-searching prayer has had a great
place in the African program. Only God
has kept account of the fastings and prayers in the last fifty years.
True—many of our problems are similar
because we work with human beings. Our
triumphs can be much the same because
God and Jesus Christ through the Holy
Spirit are neither limited to race, creed or
color. Let us go on.—/. N. 11.

Congratulations
T is with a great sense of delight that this
Iignated
issue of the Evangelical Visitor is desas the Anniversary Number of the
Jubilee Celebration of missionary work in
Africa.

the Church. The spirit of material sacrifice, being willing to accept social isolation
and undying devotion to the Lord and His
cause have contributed greatly to the success of the work. The Gospel lives and
thrives in the atmosphere of self-denial.

A mere fifty years that seems short when
Yes, we pause momentarily to remember
looked back over, has added up to a rather
gratifying outlook—a substantial baptized Jesse Engle, H. P. Steigerwald, H. J. Frey,
church membership and several thousand Myron Taylor and all who have served and
more in their course of preparation to take left this stage of action before a Jubile
their pledges of church loyalty. Some of could be celebrated. And—we send conus remember the spectacular reports of cer- gratulations to Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brutain groups that indicated natives being baker, workers at Matopo, Mtshabezi and
saved by the hundreds and in a mere few Wanezi in South Rhodesia, Macha and Sikmonths great numbers of Africans becom- alonga in North Rhodesia, workers who are
ing Christians. This proved a bit of a trial at home for a deserved furlough, together
to our missionaries when approached and with all the co-workers and membership
asked why the Brethren in Christ Church of the Brethren in Christ Church in Africa.
The requirement of college training to
has not experienced such phenomenal activ- With these words of congratulation go a
serve in the field has tended to fill the staff
ities. The old adage "Wisdom is justified well-wish for the future of a task that is
with those who are able to express themof her children" is certainly applicable at well, but barely, begun. With a nucleus
selves well. They are in position to comthis point. We are told that most of those such as there is today, the church in Africa
mand the respect of the native leadership
phenomenal programs were short-lived and stands on the threshold of doing exploits
which they are expected to coach and
because of the effort lacking certain im- for God in the next fifty years. Should (and
develop. It is highly provable that certain
portant features, little trace can be found likely He will) the Lord return before
of those observations and methods as emof some of these outstanding revivals. Jesus preaching, teaching and witnessing has
ployed would contribute greatly to efficisaid, "Go—preach—teach."
gone forth for another fifty years, what a
ency of the church in America. Too frequentmoment in history when all the Brethren
ly we have allowed individuals with a witOur missionary leaders and their helpers
ness urge (which is also a part of the gos- have taken these words of Jesus to be simi- in Christ of every church from every tribe
pel program) to be confused in our think- lar in their importance. It is without doubt and kindred and nation join together to
ing, with the ministry of teaching and that a well established native church in crown Him Lord of Lords and Kings of
preaching. After ordination and assignment Africa is a compliment to a consistent Kings! Jesus said, "Occupy till I come."
of responsibility time has proven them to teaching ministry. Greater diligence is re/ . N. H.
be witnesses only, with continual repetition quired to execute a careful teaching minthat has long since lost any freshness it may istry than to enter the field with a preaching
have had. If the church in Africa sees the
Give Me a Bible
emphasis.
need and benefits derived from trained leadOther elements have had their place in
ership, would not a bit more requirement
"Give me a Bible in my hand,
in this our land of America have some contributing to the success of the work
A heart to read and understand
there. The least of these is not the great
merit?
spirit of sacrifice and self-denial that is exThy sure, unerring Word,
The pulpits in America that are filled by perienced and practiced by those who serve
I'd urge no company to stay,
men whose devotion, consecration and self- the field. They accept a mere pittance in
But sit alone from day to day
denial are just as complete as though they finance that holds no insurance for the
Conversing with my Lord."
were in Africa or India are being blest of future, but only an assurance of being there
in
answer
to
the
call
of
the
Holy
Spirit
and
God. The church in Africa, as in America.
—Selected,
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tie appreciated. They came here and dwelt
in tents; they had very little physical equipment. They had no senior African Christian with them. They came to this task feeling that it was the thing God wanted them
to do.
We must pass now from that in order to
give you a brief glimpse of what has taken
place during the past fifty years. From this
small beginning here, in the years since
1898, the work has expanded and today the
Brethren in Christ Church has 5 mission
stations manned by thirty-four missionaries,
100 outstations, over 5,500 members of the
Church and Inquirer's Class. According to
last year's records there were over 10,000
pupils in the schools of the Society. That
gives us the numbers merely and numbers
do not have very much value as we think
of spiritual things. We have to look deeper
and farther away for spiritual values. The
hearts and lives that have been blessed by
the ministry of these servants of God
throughout these years is of far greater
value than these figures would indicate.
This half century of effort represents much
prayer, a great deal of work, not a few
tears, and a considerable expenditure of
money. In the quest of souls money is of
actually no account because we are told in
Scripture, "What shall a man give in exchange of his soul?"

give credit to all those who worked and
helped. It was not only the missionaries
here on the spot who made this possible.
We have in the first place to be grateful
that God has seen fit to give us a sympathetic government which allowed us to
worship God according to the dictates of
our own hearts. We are thankful to the
community for their sons and their daughters. We are thankful for the co-operation
which we have received from the chiefs and
the elders among us. They have often helped us. They have not always followed the
message as closely as we wish they had.
but they have been of help to us many
times. We here today are thankful to the
Church in America for sending to this land
its loyal sons and daughters who have come
and served well, and we give tribute to
them. We want to give a fuller tribute than
we mentioned a moment ago to those who
came and bore the heat and the burden of
the day, who prayed and toiled, who worked in order that we might live eternally.
Some of them gave their very lives to this
cause, and for the memory of their lives we
are grateful. For the inspiration of those
lives we thank God. No man or woman
ever gave his life in a worthier cause. There
are those who have retired from service and
have now rested from their active service
here. We praise God for them. We want
also to give tribute to the sons and daughters of Africa who have so well borne and
shared in these burdens. We can not, as
we call to remembrance this morning, re-

E V A N G E L I C A L
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H. H. Brubaker
Bishop
message.

H. H.

Brubaker s

anniversary

E are very happy this morning to have
this opportunity to welcome into our
midst those who have come from the Home
Churph in the United States and Canada.
We are very glad too to have with us fellow missionaries of sister Societies with
whom we labour in the common work in
this country. We are glad to welcome our
friends who have come to rejoice with us
on this day. We are glad also to welcome
into our midst the African chiefs. We have
all gathered together here this morning to
remember the beginning of a work which,
under the blessing of God, has prospered
until today. The goodly number that we
see before us is a living testimony to the
grace of God and its work. We are glad to
have you here to rejoice with us today.
We have received letters of apology from
those who because of various hindrances
were unable to be with us. They have sent
their best wishes. We also have here a letter of greeting from one whom many of us
know, one of those who spent many years
in this country, Rev. and Mrs. W. 0 . Winger.. I know how glad they would have been
to be here this morning and I know how
worthy too they would have been to share in
our rejoicing. We are glad for these words
which have come from them to us.

W

Now let us consider together the reason
for our rejoicing. If we look back over
these past fifty years, most of us here this
morning who are members of the staff of
the Brethren in Christ Church have had little part in doing what has been done. We
came and partook of other men's labours,
but we are glad that it is our privilege to
share in the carrying on of this work. We
know that if we do our best as they who
have gone before us did, God will be
pleased to bless.
We say this morning in the words of
Scripture, "Hitherto hath the Lord helped
us." That we can say in regard to what
has taken place in the past. As we look
forward to the days to come, we say in the
words of the Master. "Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my name: ask and ye shall
receive that your joy may be full." It is
impossible this morning to give in detail
that which took place fifty years ago at this
spot. The written' record tells us of the arrival here on July 6, 1898 of a small party
of -four missionaries, one man and three
women—a small group, but strong in faith.
They came here to these Matopo Hills when
they were full of sullen and rebellious Africans. It was just after the Rebellion: missionary work was little understood and lit-

"Hock View," the home of the
General Superintendent over.
looking' the valley of the Matopo
Mission.

We are, I think, rightfully glad this
morning in that which we see before us. In
order that we might get a proper perspective of this position, it is necessary that we

An
early
view
of
Matopo
Mission

August 23, 1948
frain from giving tribute to you. Very many
of you have done very well and God has
blessed you we know, and He will continue
to do that.
But we can not dwell on the past only.
We want to look forward now in the few
moments which we have left. The Church
of Jesus Christ is a living body and we do
not want this occasion this morning to be
the place where we are going to stop in our
effort. No, let us rather look upon it as a
door of opportunity into which we may enter and give better and greater service. The
past always calls us to that which is beyond. And while the type of missionary
work may have changed and while we may
be living under different conditions today,
may I say to each one of you that there is
a call to service and to sacrifice. It will
require all the strength that we can call
down from Heaven to discharge it.
To you who are here as representatives
of the Church in the Homeland we say,
"We still need your sons and daughters.
They ought to come and serve the Master
here." The missionary of tomorrow may be
called to a different type of work, but I
know that there is no worthier cause in
which he may be engaged. It will require
the very best that we have if we would serve
as we ought.
From you Africans more and more will
be expected. Heavier and greater responsibility will fall upon you. The missionary
is somewhat in the position of John the
Baptist in his relationship to Christ when
he said, "Thou must increase but I must
decrease." The missionary must decrease
in many ways amongst you and you must
increase. But, may I remind you of this:
we dare not decrease unless you increase in
all things in order that you might carry the
tasks which fall to you.

E V A N G E L I C A L

One thing you owe all men is kindnes*.
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We Share The Task
Rev. V. R". Richland
Letter from the Rev. V. R.
Richland, we started our Training School at Mnene
Church of Sweden, who was prevented from you very generously offered two of our
being present to address the gathering.
teachers to spend some time at your School
and thus to benefit from your experience.
HE task is immense. "Go and make dis- We also once had the unique pleasure of
ciples of all the nations; baptize them seeing our esteemed School Inspector, Mr.
in the name of the Father and of the Son Stewart, bringing Reverend and Mrs. Esheland of the Holy Spirit; and teach them to man on visit to Mnene. At other times
observe every command which I have given your General Superintendent and others of
you."
your missionaries have done us the honour
The task belongs to the whole Church of coming to see us. Fully occupied as we
Universal of our Lord Jesus Christ and can missionaries are from day to day it is no
not be satisfactorily fulfilled by any branch easy thing to get an opportunity of seeing
or denomination of it. In the missionary much of each other's work, but it is already
sphere of work most Churches and Societies a comfort to know that there they are, our
have recognized this fact and friendly rela- good neighbours, faithfully doing their
tions are regarded as a matter of course be- share of the great task that God's Kingdom
tween neighbouring Missions, in order to may come and His will be made known and
share the task and avoid overlapping and done also in these parts of His earth.
waste of the means available.
It is not only between the missionaries

T

On this great day of thanksgiving and
dedication of the Mission of the Brethren
in Christ Church, it is a great pleasure for
me as representing the neighbouring Church
of Sweden Mission to testify that never in
the years past have we had any disputes or
quarrels with regard to the task we share.
We have discussed our relations and made
an agreement with regard to our respective
spheres of work and then faithfully stuck
to that agreement on both sides. You have
really been the best neighbour we could
wish to have. We have always been met
with the utmost friendliness from your part,
whether in your homes or elsewhere, whenever we have come across each other.
You are an older Mission than we are in
this country and we have learned a good
deal from you on various occasions. When

The Church's greatest work is to bring
Jesus Christ to the people. We are building
a spiritual house and may I say to you as
African Christians that the greatest need of
this land of Rhodesia is that Christ may be
enthroned in the hearts of men and women,
and that He may flow from those dedicated
lives to those who know Him not. Although
there have been fifty years of sowing and
reaping, I believe if Jesus Christ were here
this morning, He would say, "Lift up your
eyes: the fields are ripe already to harvest." May you lift up your eyes and see
the harvest about you.
Then, keeping before us clearly our task
and with hearts which are full of faith and
courage, we go forward to the future confidently. We know that God who hath
brought us hitherto will continue to guide
us. "Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my
name: ask and ye shall receive that your
joy may be full." Amen.
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that helpful contacts have been established
and enjoyed. I believe that still more the
African Christians of our Churches have
received mutual help and encouragement
from each other. Our senior African minister found his helpmate in life from your
Church, and the same was the case with one
of our best teachers. These wives have been
and are still today a living testimony of
the thoroughness of your teaching, not only
of the Christian principles but also of the
manifold skills and crafts which are so important and useful in the everyday life.
Many other examples could be mentioned
of mutual benefits for the spiritual life
which have been derived from these contacts. We trust that they will continue and
grow in years to come.
An anniversary is, however, reminding
us of something more than the thanksgiving
for God's mercies in the past. It is also
a day of dedication anew to His glorious
service. It is the fervent wish and prayer
of us all who have the privilege of sharing
with you the joy of this celebration, either
personally or merely in spirit, that your
Home Board and you missionaries, men and
women, and your whole African Church
may be granted grace to continue in the
same spirit your God-given task and that
your Church may grow in strength and
numbers of souls saved for eternal life.
"Whatever be the point that we have already reached, let us persevere in the same
course." These words of the first great missionary, the Apostle Paul, I venture to commend to you for the coming days and years,
which I pray may be many and fruitful.
Amen.

Bishop H, F. Steig'erwalcl (1878-1928) successor to Bishop Jesse Bugle and General Superintendent of South African missions for twenty-eight years.

Your creditor often becomes your worst
enemy.
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The Church, The Body Of Christ
Graybill
Anniversary Sermon, Elder G. Wolgemuth, representative of the Foreign Mission Board.
morning my heart wells up in thankTableHIStofulness
and praise to God that I am
enjoy this Fiftieth Anniversary with
you, the African Church. We from America
were expected to make this visit nine years
ago, but God hindered our coming. I am
glad that He did. If we had come then,
we could not today be here with you.
For this most sacred and important subject, "The Church, the Body of Christ,"
our Scripture text is I Corinthians 12:27.
This entire chapter speaks a b o u t the
Church, but we shall read only the 27th
verse: Now ye are the body of Christ, and
members in particular. The great theme of
the New Testament is the Church. The
Greek word translated "church" comes
from two words meaning to call out of. So
we see that the Church is an assembly of
called-out ones. Called out from the world
and sin! Called unto holy living! I am
made to feel very unworthy when I'think of
the past, living an unholy life in sin, and
that Jesus has come in and separated me
from those things. We should be holy and
without blame before Him in love.
Paul tells us (Eph. 1:4) that the Church
was horn on the day of Pentecost. It comprises all born again men and women from
Pentecost to the first resurrection. We shall
deal with this subject under four headings.
I. The Church has been bought by
Christ's precious blood. The Apostle Peter
says (I Peter 1:18, 19), "Forasmuch as I
know that ye were not redeemed with corruptible things from your vain conversation
. . . but with the precious blood of Christ."
Paul in Acts 20:29 bids the Ephesian elders
to take heed unto themselves to feed the
Church of God. The Church has been redeemed at the cost of blood. To redeem
implies four things: (1) to deliver by paying a price, (2) to purchase in the slave
market, for we were subjects sold under sin,
(3) to buy out of the market never again
to expose to sale, and (4) to loose. We who
were bound by sin have been set loose in
Christ. We who were born in the market
have been bought out of the market and set
free, never to be sold again, for John says,
"If the Son, therefore, shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed." Thank God for
His precious blood. It seems to me that
when we see our Saviour and those scars in
His hands and feet, and what our redemption has cost, we will fall at His feet and
cry, "Unworthy, unworthy, unworthy!"
II. This Church which He has boughc
with His blood He baptizes with His Spirit.

Wolgemuth
Paul says (I Cor. 12:13), "For by one
spirit are we all baptized into one body."
Did you notice that we are told, "We are
all baptized into one b o d y ? " That does not
mean only the Brethren in Christ, but all
born again Christians—we are all baptized
into one body, the Church of Christ.
Christ comes in and possesses His property. When a man buys a house, the previous owner moves out with all his furniture and the new man moves in. So it is
with Christians, born again by the Spirit
of God and baptized by His Spirit. -The
one who used to possess us must move out
and the new man, who is Christ Jesus,
moves in and possesses us. How it must
please the Lord when each member of His
body allows Him to possess his body! The
fruit of the Spirit according to Galatians
5:22, 23 is soon emphasized in that life.
III. The Church is not only bought by
His blood, nor baptized by His Spirit, but
it is built together for His habitation. Paul
says (Eph. 2 : 2 1 , 2 3 ) , "In whom all the
building fitly framed together groweth unto
an holy temple in the Lord: in whom ye
also are builded together for an habitation
of God through the Spirit." As God has

Matopo Mission Church

said, He will dwell with us and we shall
be His people. Is it not wonderful, my
Christian friends, that Jesus dwells within
our very hearts and that He walks in us,
that He is our God and we are His people?
We belong to Him and become His very
own in a three-fold relationship. First,
there is that of the head and the body. We
all know that the head controls the body.
How responsive it is to the head! My hand
picks up a book, or my foot takes a step
forward—my body does that in response
to the head. Does Christ control us? Are
we His body quickly obedient to Him, our
Head, as the human body responds to its
head?
We have also the relationship of
building and its foundation. It is

the
the

(Continued on page eleven)

What Christ Means to Us
Mfundisi

Kwnalo

Address by African Overseer and Minister, Manhlenhle Kumalo, interpreted by
Henry Ncube, teacher at Mtshabezi Mis
sion.
am an African. This day is so precious
to us Africans. The work done in our
hearts this day is great, very great indeed.
A great work has been done for you because of the coming of the missionaries
here. "For God so loved the world that He
gave His only begotten Son that whosoever
believeth on Him should not perish, but
have everlasting life." Here is a great love.
It is not we who loved Christ: it is God
who loved us because He gave His Son to
forgive our sins. "Behold the Lamb of God
which carries away the sins of the world."
The prophet Isaiah talks of a nation that
lives in darkness. He says that the nation
that has darkness has seen the light.

I

In the New Testament the Word of God
tells a very nice story which shows the
great love of God to us Africans, for the
love of God to save is known to all nations.
It teaches us to forsake all the bad things
and the lusts of the world, to live peace-

Three African Overseers, Mfundisi Kumalo
in the center.

fully in righteousness in the world where
we live, looking forward to the hope of the
coming of Jesus Christ, our great Saviour.
Why can't we see, my dear Africans, what
(Continued on page twelve)
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With the Church of Rhodesia
in their Jubilee Conference
(Continued from page two)
discovered that many of you are much interested in Africa. You are very anxious to
help Africa grow strong. Our big question
is, 'What is it that will help Africa? What
offers Africa the hope of the future?' Is it
money? Is it education or self-government
or a better developed country? If you will
help make Africa bright, then every young
man, every young woman, and every church
member here today should do as we have
already been taught—come and present to
the Lord Jesus Christ himself and say, 'I'll
help make Africa bright. I know that the
way to help make Africa better is to spread
the Gospel. I will give my life, my money,
my strength, all that there is of me, to help
others know about Jesus Christ.' The hope
of Africa is Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the
world."
Other messages of this joyful day are reported in more detail elsewhere. We hope
you will read them and be blessed, as we
were in the hearing of them, and challenged
to a commitment to Christ that counts not
large grass tabernacle, 60 by 100 feet, seating- about 1,250, pitched under
the tall Eucalyptus trees especially for the accommodation of African Genpersonal sacrifice, but rejoices in obedience
eral Conference and the Jubilee celebrations.
to the Holy Spirit. As Bishop Brubaker said,
the sons and daughters of America are still
Hambani kuhle, hambani kuhle,
resentatives from the various outstations of needed here. There is no worthier cause in
Hambani kuhle eNkosini;
Southern Rhodesia were present and also which they may be engaged, and it is a cause
Kolwa uJesu, temba kuye, '
four brethren from the Sikalongo Church. that will require the very best that we have
Kambani kuhle eNkosini.
Neighbouring m i s s i o n a r i e s , European if we are to serve as we ought.
friends and neighbours, a few Government
Go well, go well,
officials, African chiefs, and African minRESUME
Go well in the Lord;
isters from other Missions had been invited
Believe Jesus, trust in Him,
Jubilee Day, and with it the Conference,
to enjoy the day with us. Present for the
Go well in the Lord.
services were about 800 Africans, 26 visit- came to an end with an evening fellowship
ing missionaries and friends, our own staff service. Missionaries and Africans of varOther verses sung were: Stay well, Trust of 34, and the two brethren from America. sious stations and districts were introduced.
well, Pray well in the Lord.
The day's services began with an early Appreciated were the few who had come 400
Atmosphere is not to be described in morning devotional service led by Brother miles from Sikalongo, as well as the many
words, but try to picture, if you can, 600 Arthur Climenhaga. His theme, "We give from the Mtshabezi Outstation Circuit. Then
people quietly and reverently seated in the ourselves anew," challenged the Church to came reminiscences by various missionaries
tabernacle in their overcoats and blankets a reconsecration for greater service. He and African leaders of the early days. We
but forgetting the cold as they listened to said, "You and I are gathered together to- were reminded that our farewell song,
the messages and responded to the Spirit's day as missionaries and leaders. It is for us "Hambani kuhle, salani kuhle," (Go well,
call. More than 600 African brethren and to go to our knees and pray to God that we stay well) was first sung at the close of the
sisters shared fellowship in the Sunday give ourselves afresh to Him: old people, twenty-fifth anniversary service and has
morning communion service, and for the gen- because they have gone a long way in the been sung at the close of every conference
eral mid-day service there were present Christian fight and maybe they have to pray since then. Evangelist Mlobeki Moyo told
about 1,000 people. The church was again too anew for the filling of the Holy Spirit; some of his memories of his stay with the
small to accommodate all who would have young people, because they face the peculiar early missionaries at Matopo Mission. We
attended the Sunday afternoon young peo- problems of young people and, if the Lord saw how truly those early pupils were the
ple's service.
tarries, they will become the leaders of the children of their missionaries and we thankfuture; leaders and missionaries, because of
THE JUBILEE
the important responsibility to which God
has called us." This note of renewed consecWeather cleared as Conference continued. ration and total abandonment to God ocCoats and blankets were cast aside, and curred again and again in every message of
hearts were thankful to God for answered the day.
prayer. Jubilee Day was a grand climax, a
Letters of greeting came from various
day of remembrance and renewed consecration. At last Tuesday evening was here and friends who were unable to be present, and
with it our last time together. It was a fel- also from the Superintendent of the work in
India and from Brother and Sister Walter
lowship service.
. .
Fifty years of work at Matopo Mission Winger. These latter two were read and
are history. Hitherto God has helped us; appreciated.
Brother Hostetter, in speaking of the
henceforth He will do much more as we give
ourselves anew to Him. We thank Him for "Hope of the Future," tried to show that
the past, obey Him in the present, and trust progress depends on character. Should we
pin our hopes and plans for a better Africa
Him for the future.
j._«
Tuesday, July 6 marked the celebration tomorrow merely on political and social acof Matopo Mission's
fiftiethanmversary^ tivity, we shall certainly be disappointed
Interior view of tabernacle showing Bishop
lubilee Day was clear and bright, a fine and discontented. But the true answer to a
H. N. Hostetter,, Secretary of the Board for
Rhodesian winter day, and just pleasantly bright future is commitment to God and a Young
People's Work of the Brethren in Christ
cool. It climaxed a conference which had life spent in sacrificial service in the love Church and member of the Delegation, addressof
Christ.
He
said,
"Since
in-Africa
I
have
ing
the
Jubilee gathering.
begun Friday evening, the 2nd of July. Rep-
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ONTARIO JOINT COUNCIL
The Fifty-Seventh Annual Ontario Joint
Council of the Brethren in Christ Church will
convene in the Nottawa District at the Sixth
Line Church near Duntroon, September 4 to
6, 1948. The communion service will be held
at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday, September 4.
—
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LOVE FEASTS
Frogmore
Waterloo
Wainfleet
Howick
Boyle
Springvale
Bertie
Welland
Markham
Cheapside
Clarence Center
Rust
Gladwin
Leonard
Mooretown
Carland
Detroit
Merrill

Ontario

New York
Michigan

Sept. 11-12
Sept. 11-12
Sept. 18-19
Sept. 18-19
Sept. 25-26
Oct. 2-3
Oct. 2-3
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 16-17
Sept. 25-26
Sept. 4-5
Sept. 18-19
Sept. 25-26
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 16-17
Oct. 24
Nov. 6-7

ANNUAL MEETING AT RUST, MICH.
This is an invitation to another meeting
and Bible Conference to be held at Rust,
Michigan, about six miles southeast of Hillman, the week of August 29 to September
5. There will be an afternoon meeting each
day supplied with visiting ministers and
evangelistic services each evening with
Bishop Carl Stump, evangelist.
There will be a Love Feast the week-end
of September 4-5.
Vacation Bible School will be conducted
August 16 to August 27.
This meeting is held annually for the encouragement of this new work at Rust. All
are welcomed who can spend a few days to
give this work a blessing with their presence, prayers and testimony. Here is a
large Sunday School and a great field to
cover. This is the only church in the township.
Those coming should bring some bedding.
Meals will be provided.
[For information write Eld. Joseph Vanderveer, Hillman, Mich.

Oklahoma Youth Conference
The Oklahoma Youth Conference will
convene at Jabbok Bible School, Thomas,
Oklahoma, on Saturday and Sunday, September 4 - 5, 1948.
Registration for the conference will
take place on Friday afternoon, September 3. Registration fee, $3.50.
You are cordially invited to attend this
conference.
The speakers will be, Eld. and Sr. Elwood Hershey and Eld. and Sr. Allen Buckwaiter.

Births
THUMA—A son, Meryle Keith, was born to
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan Thuma, Dayton, Ohio, on
August 7, at the Miami Valley Hospital.
THOMAS — To Eld. and Mrs. Erwin W.
Thomas, Nappanee, Indiana, was born a son,
Dwight Wayne, on August 8, at the Goshen
hospital.

VISITOR

NIX—Bro. and Sr. Osborne Nix of Stevensville, Ont., R. 2, are the happy parents of a
daughter, Virginia May, at the General hospital.
Niagara Falls, Ontario, June 29. Sr. Nix was
the former Anna May Emenheiser of Elizabethtown, Pa.

Weddings
CLII.1ENHAGA-HEISEY — On Friday morning, June 11, Sr. Velma I. Climenhaga, daughter
of Bro. and Sr. Laban Climenhaga of Kindersley,
Saskatchewan, Canada, and Bro. J. Wilmer
Heisey, son of Sr. Katie M. Heisey and the late
Bro. Paul Wl Heisey of Mt. Joy, Pa., were
united in marriage in the Protestant Chapel at
Bangued, Abra of the Philippines. May God's
richest blessing attend them through life.
JONES-McCALMON—On Wednesday afternoon, July 28, a pretty wedding in the North
Star Brethren in Christ Church united in marriage Mr. Watson C. Jones, son of Mr. and Sr.
B. C. Jones, of Paddockwood and Erla Tress
McCalmon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl B.
McCalmon, Paddockwood, Saskatchewan.
The wedding ceremony was performed by the
couple's pastor, Eld. E. D. Brechbill, in the
presence of a large group of relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will make their home
near Paddockwood. May they early in their
pathway of life together take the Lord as their
guide.
WINGER-BAKES—On Wednesday, June 30,
at 3:30 p.m., Phillis Laura, daughter of Bro.
and Sr. Leonard Baker, and Lewis Winger,
son of Mrs. Nancy Winger, Ridgeway, Ontario,
were united in marriage at the Clearview
Brethren in Christ Church.
Eld. Walter O. Winger officiated. May God*
bless this union.
CKEISTNEB-MEIHOBH — On Friday evening, June 25, a t 4:30 in the Locust Grove
Brethren in Christ Church, York Co., Pa., Sr.
Ruth R. Melhorn, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Wm. C. Melhorn, York, R. 5, became the bride
of Bro. Eli N. Christner, Plain City, Ohio.
They were united in marriage by Eld. John R.
Lehman, pastor, assisted by Rev. Frank Lehman. May the blessing of the Lord rest upon
them as they journey through life.
CARVER-FISH—On the afternoon of June
26, Miss Shirley Esther Carver, daughter of
David and Sr. Ruth Carver, Stevensville, Ontario, became the bride of Mr. William George
Fish, son of Mrs. Luella Pearl Fish, Colbourne, Ont. The ceremony took place at the
home of the officiating minister, Eld. Wm.
Charlton.

Obituaries
HESS—Mary Jane, infant daughter of Bro.
and Sr. Paul Z. Hess, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania,
died Saturday, July 24, after having lived only
a few hours. Surviving besides her parents is
a sister, Erma Ruth.
Private funeral services were held at Cross
Roads Cemetery. Monday afternoon, July 26,
in charge of Bros. H. D. Brubaker and P. W.
McBeth.
KRAMER—Sr. Emma Kramer, daughter of
Benjamin and Anna Brubaker, was born In
Lancaster County, Pa., May 4, 1872 and passed
away in her sleep after an illness of two weeks
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Edward
Kramer, Schuylkill Haven, Pa., July 9, aged 76
years, 2 months and 5 days.
At the age of 11 she was saved and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church and remained a faithful member until death.
Those left to mourn are two daughters,
Catharine, wife of Rev. Eugene George, Bear,
Delaware; and Anna, wife of Edward Kramer.
Schuylkill Haven, Pa. There are four grandchildren; one brother, Benjamin Brubaker, Uppland, California; and one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Dohner, Chanute, Kansas.
Services were held from the Messiah Home
Chapel, July 12; with Rev. Irvin Musser, Rev.
Joel Carlson and Rev. Jensen Hartman of the
Mennonite Brethren in Christ Church officiating.
Final services were held at the Manheim
Brethren in Christ Church, J u l y 13, with Eld.
Irvin O. Musser and Bishop Henry A. Ginder
officiating. Text I Thes. 4:13-18.
Interment, was made in the Kreider Church
cemetery.
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EATLOB—Sr. Anna Mary Kaylor, daughter
of Isaac and Barbara (Hoover) Kaylor, was
born near iviaytown, Lancaster Co., Pa., January 6, 1868 and passed to her reward at the
iwessiah Home, i-iarnsDurg, Pa., July 2, aged 80
years, 5 montns and 26 days. Sr. Kaylor was
a guest at the Messiah Home for over two
years. She was converted and united with the
United Christian Cnurch of the Shanks congregation over 55 years ago.
She is survived by five brothers, Lynn of
Belaire, Lancaster Co.; Neri of Elizabethtown, R. D.; Frank of Deodate, Dauphin Co •
Isaac of Hershey; Allen of Elizabethtown.
Funeral services were held at Shanks Church
July 6, with Rev. Roy Kreider and Kev. Harvey
Youtz officiating'.
interment was made in Shanks cemetery.
SHISLEB—Caroline Shisler, beloved wife of
the late Bro. David Shisler who passed away
August 19, 1942, was born March 15, 1862 and
passed peaceably to her reward after several
weeks of illness July S, aged 86 years, 3 months
and 26 days. She leaves to mourn two sons and
three daughters: Erie and Earl, Mrs. Florence
Bitner, Mrs. Earnest Dent, and Miss Mary
Shisler; and three grandchildren and three great
grandchildren. Sr. Shisler gave her heart to
the Lord when a young woman and united with
the Brethren in Christ Church and remained
a faithful member for fifty years. Funeral
services were conducted at the home by Eld
Wm. Charlton assisted by Eld. Edward Nigh'
Interment took place in the Ridgeway cemeWAGAMAN—Edna Wagaman, daughter of
Martin Wesley and Martna Plum, was born
March 11 1877. She departed this life July 26
at Upland, California, aged seventy-one years
four months and fifteen days. She is survived
by her husband, two children, three grandchildren, one greatgrandchild and three sisters and
four brothers; these will greatly miss her as
well as a host of friends.
At the age of eleven years she found her
Lord whom she so dearly loved. Two years
later she united with the Brethren in Christ
Cnurch and remained a loyal and faithful member until death.
On Marcn 5, 1896, she was united in marriage
to J. H. Wagaman. To this union were born
three children, Mabel, who died in infancy,
.Raymond E., of Morrill, Kansas, and Elsie W.
Engle, of Upland, California.
After residing in Dickinson County, Kansas,
for sixteen years, in the year 1912, Bro. and Sr.
Wagaman entered service under the Home Mission Board and were stationed at Buffalo Mission for a few months. I r o m there they were
located at the Life Line Gospel Mission in San
Francisco. Their labors in mission work endeared them to the mission family and retain
them many friends to this day.
In 1916 they retired from the work at San
Francisco and moved to Tulare Co., California,
where they took over the leadership of the
church at Waukena. In 1920, Bro. Wagaman
was ordained to the Bishop's office and Sr.
Wagaman proved a constant and able counsel
to her husband and shared the work with him.
Her deep spiritual life found outlet and service to many, and she will be missed by those
lives she contacted. Her concern and burden
for the spiritual welfare of the church was
outstanding. Her testimonies and shouts of
victories brought conviction to many a heart.
She was a Godly person and demonstrated the
fruit of the Spirit at all times. Her life brought
a challenge to those who knew her to live a
fuller and richer life.
Funeral services were held at the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church on Thursday, July
29. Officiating ministers were Eld. R. D. Stump,
Eld. Alvin C. Burkholder, Eld. H. G. Brubaker,
Eld. C. R. Heisey. Entombment took place in
Bellevue Mausoleum.
MILLER—Catherine Alice Hoke was born in
Miami County, Ohio, on March 19, 1867. She
was the fifth child of a family of fourteen
children born to Jeremiah S. and Mary Hoke.
Nine of the fourteen children lived to maturity.
In her passing, Catherine Hoke Miller follows
five brothers and two sisters. She is survived
by a brother, George Hoke of West Milton,
Ohio, who is the last living member of the
immediate family.
On April 3, 1887, Catherine A. Hoke was
united in marriage to Harvey Miller. They
settled in Miami County, where their only child,
Ada, was born.
In May 1933, her husband passed on. Since
that time, Sr. Miller has made her home with
her daughter, Mrs. Ira Bartley of Groveport,
Ohio. Her death came suddenly as the result
of a severe heart attack at the age of 81 years,
1 month and 17 days.
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With the Church of Rhodesia
in their Jubilee Conference
(Continued from page seven)

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF FIFTY YEARS IN RHODESIA

The Memorial School at Matopo
ed God for the seed sown in their hearts and
prayed that we today with equal faithfulness might show our pupils the power and
love of Christ in our hearts.
Many would have been glad to hear more
of Evangelist Moyo's stories, but he gave
way to Sitshokupi Sibanda, who told of her
conversion and call to Christian work and
her joy in the work she is doing amongst
the women. Her concern was that young
people today might respond to the call to
serve Christ and make Him known amongst
the dark and needy.
One of the most interesting features of
the evening was the story of the early days
at Sikalonga Mission as told by Deacon
Peter Munsaka. We rejoiced to hear hid
testimony of deliverance f r o m tobacco
through prayer and faith in Christ. He spoke
in Chieonga,which Jonah Moyo, a Macha lad
who is taking teacher-training at Matopo,
translated into Sindebele, then to be turned
into English by Teacher Henry Ncube of
Mtshabezi Mission.
In his final words to the African Church,
Bishop Brubaker said, "Let us be worthy
children that will make our mother (the
Church in America) glad and above . all
please God. That is what we want to do,
isn't i t ? " And many responded with Mfundisi Kumalo, "Yiko!" (That is right!)
Fifty years of sowing and reaping passed!
But God is the same and His Spirit is still
calling men to His service. We look forward
to a greater future in Christ.
With co-workers gone, Matopo Mission
quickly took on its normal appearance. Lonely? We might have been, but for the presence of the Spirit. We look to you for continued support.

Interior view of the Tahernacle showing- part
of the Jubilee congregation.

1894—Question of foreign mission work
first discussed in General Conference,Bethel
Church, Kansas.
1895—First Foreign Mission Board appointed.
1897—Appeal for workers; four candi
dates accepted, sailed from New York, November 24.
1898—Party of four arrived at spot
where Matopo Mission now stands, July 6.
1899—First baptisms in Southern Rho
desia.
1900—Death of Bishop Jesse Engle,
Founder. School opened at Hluganisa's
village.
1901—Arrival of Bishop and Mrs. Steigerwald.
1903—Present Matopo Mission dwelling
completed.
1904—Work begun in Mapaneland.
1905—Matopo Church built.
1906—Mtshabezi and Macha Missions
founded.
1909—Arrival of first deputation from
the Homeland. First baptisms in Northern
Rhodesia.
1910—Work begun in the Wanezi District at Kwatemba.
1913—Foreign mission work begun in
India.
1915—Training course for Pastor-Teachers begun at Matopo.
1916—Sikalongo Mission f o u n d e d .
Mtshabezi Mission moved to a larger and

more healthful site.
1919—First African Conference, Mtshabezi Mission.
1921 — Second deputation from the
Homeland. Three African Overseers appointed.
1922—First Deacons chosen, Southern
Rhodesia.
1923—Twenty-fifth Anniversary.
1924—Medical work strengthened by the
coming of qualified missionary nurses. Wanezi Mission founded.
1928—First Deacon chosen, Northern
Rhodesia. Death of H. P . Steigerwald,
General Superintendent.
1929—H. H. Brubaker appointed General Superintendent.
1930—Yearly evangelistic meetings begun in all outstations.
1933—Training for Pastor-Teachers developed and given Government recognition.
1935—Home for furloughed missionaries
established at Grantham, Pennsylvania.
1936—Building of Rock View, home of
General Superintendent.
1939—First Annual Tract Day.
1943—Plans adopted for further development of Wanezi Mission.
1944—Ordination of first African Ministers.
1948—Fiftieth Anniversary.
Sowing and Reaping—Anniversary
Bulletin of South Africa, 1948.

Fruits of the Gospel at Matopo

A gathering of men and women who were taught at Matopo Mission years ago. Three are
heads of the Native Church. No. 1, Nyamazana Dubei; No. 2, Ndahayenduhu Ndhlodhlo; No. 3,
Manhlenhle Kumalo.
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Warfare Of The Church Militant
C. N. Hostetter, Sr.
Member of 1921 Deputation
HIS is the Christian Church of the earth
while engaged in her earthly conflict
against her enemies.
The word militant is derived from the
word milaterie, hence a term which denotes
warfare, and is applied to the church on
earth as distinguishing her from the church
triumphant.
In the Songs of Solomon there are a
number of figures which can very fittingly
be used as types of the church. "Who is
she that looketh forth as the morning, fair
as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible
as an army with b a n n e r ? " 6:10. Here she
is pictured as having a great vision.
Looketh forth as the morning: Her
countenance—fair as the moon; Her character—clear as the sun; In conflict—terrible as an army with banners. The church
is God's medium of work upon e a r t h .
Wherever she looks the day-break appears,
darkness should flee, the dawn of morning
has appeared.
Fair as the moon—the moon has no light
of her own but reflects the light of 'another.
So also the church. Her light is clear as
the sun, for it comes from the Son of
Righteousness. "And they that be wise shall
shine as the brightness of the firmament:
and they that turn many to righteousness
as the stars forever and ever."

T

Terrible as an army with banners. Banner means a standard for the ensign. Are
we rallying around our Standard Bearer?
The church has a sure foundation. Jesus
said, "The gates of hell shall not prevail
against her." In her great conflict she will

suffer, but Jesus said to the church at
Smyrna, "Be thou faithful unto death, and
I will give thee a crown of life."
In Paul's message to Timothy he illustrates this mighty power of the gospel
from his own life, I Tim. 1:12-14, then
commits his charge, that he, Timothy, be
inspired to war a good warfare, and he
should do it by holding faith and a good
conscience.
No man that warreth entangleth himself
with the affairs of this life; that he may
please him who hath chosen him to be a
soldier. Let the church constantly remember that the weapons of her warfare are not
carnal. Not such as the world makes use
of, as force, power, wealth, cunning talent, or fraud. But mighty through God,
clearing fields of opposition by His spiritual power, overcoming by being clad with
truth and righteousness.
Thank God the day dawn came to us and
greater visions of responsibilities broke in
upon us when fifty years ago a small band
volunteered to carry the good news, the
gospel of saving grace, to the regions beyond.
Again we say, "thank God for this movement though difficulties were encountered,
hardships endured, progress slow, support
uncertain and results at times almost negligible." But the gospel was preached, and
God through his prophet once declared that
what the rain and snow are to the earth, so
is the Word of God to the life of man.
Through this effort multitudes have heard,
many have found a new relationship, many
others made conscious of their need.

£
A snapshot of the -brethren, Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr., Xi. W. Steckley
and D. W. Heisey, and the l e o p a r d -brought down hy Eld. Steckley after
doing- much damage ahout the mission station. Bro. Steckley was resident at the mission. Bishop Hostetter and Eld. Heisey were sent out hy
the home church to visit our mission stations in 1921.
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A member of a former deputation, in his
first contact with the native church of Africa, said, "I am disappointed. I had hoped
to find a more spiritual body." Later he
was taken by the missionary into some rawnative villages. After seeing the contrast,
his first text for preaching after his return
was, "What hath God wrought?" The conflict is great.
"Are there no foes for me to face?
Must I not stem the flood?
Is this vile world a friend to grace,
To help me on to God?
"Sure I must fight, if I would reign;
Increase my courage, Lord;
I'll bear the toil, endure the pain,
Supported by Thy Word."
—Washington Boro, Pa.

"The Bell Rock" that calls folk to worship at
Matopo mission.

The Church
(Continued from page six)
foundation of a building which determines
the shape and the extent of the whole building. Christ is the foundation of the Church.
It is His purpose that the Church, His body,
attain unto "the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ."
And third is the relationship of the bride
and the bride-groom. Here we have the
most intimate relationship—two personalities blended into one. Is the Church reserved for her lover, her Lord ? Is she
drawing her life from Him? Or is the Body
stunted, undernourished, and dtvarfed?
May God find us trustful, obedient, and
growing in Him, for we see that the Church
has been purchased by His blood. In the
present the Church is possessed by His
Spirit, and for the future it is preserved
unto the most glorious purpose ever conceived.
IV. Finally, the Church has been bidden to proclaim the glorious Gospel of
Christ. Christ counts on His earthly body.
We thank God for this Jubilee Anniversarv
of gospel sowing. Some missionaries have
already spent more than fifty years in the
task, but we are happy today to be celebrating this fiftieth anniversary. We have
simply been obeying Christ's command in
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Mark (16:15), "Go ye into all the world
and preach the Gospel to every creature."
Today we give ourselves anew to this
task. The Church has been called to a
sacred task—each one willing to be a mind
through which Christ thinks, a heart through
which Christ loves, a voice through which
Christ speaks, a hand through which Christ
helps. By His grace we shall be faithful,
obedient members of His body, in full allegiance to Him, our glorious Head. Amen.

What Christ Means
(Continued from page six)
Jesus is to us? We ought to see it clearly.
As we are in this tabernacle we see ths
great work done to us Africans, as Mfundisi has just said.
Just turn backwards and see what the
position was fifty years ago and compare
that to the present day. You will see indeed that the love of Jesus is very great in
the world.
When I was given this lesson to talk on
there came a word to me that said, "Come
out to Macedonia and help us." You sympathized with us Africans who lived in that
darkness. Here it says the grace of God
leads us into salvation. It was not we who
w.ent overseas to ask for the Gospel of God.
We must see clearly what Jesus Christ has
done for us. These words of Jesus' love
are very great. We are able to repeat them:
for God so loved the world that He gave,
etc. Brethren, what is Jesus Christ to us?
What does this Jesus Christ want from you ?
What does this Jesus Christ want you to
do? God sent His only Son to be nailed
upon the Cross. But what is there in your
hands? These feet which were nailed on
the Cross! But what is there in your feet?
This humanity of Jesus which was defiled,
what then has it done to you?
My dear brothers and sisters, this day is
a great day to us indeed. It is not like fifty
years ago: today there is a great change.
There can come out from you Africans
something. If you start today to give yourself to God, there will be a great love of
God done. It must start today, dear sisters
and brothers. Let us all start today to give
ourselves to Christ. What is Jesus Christ
to you? Therefore, brothers, let us examine ourselves. On such an occasion one
might wish to give you an opportunity to
give yourselves anew unto God, for this day
is a great day on which to think of the
Word of God coming into the world to give
light.
Mfundisi touched a little on the darkness
there was when the first missionaries came
into Africa. We Africans could talk much
about this for indeed it is a great work that
God did for the Africans. We did not ask.
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what Jesus has done for us. If we look to
Him, what can we do for Him. We owe our
Jove to Him because He has done a great
work for us. But what can we do for Him?
We are unable to imagine what He has done
for us. If we perceive we shall see that we
are doing very little work in comparison
to what God has done for us. As we are doing nothing for God, we should actually
give ourselves to do all that we can do. This
HI is a great day: it is a day that changed the
-J customs of the Africans. I ask you to compare this to the past. Then it will help you
Deacons and Overseers of the Brethren in
and it will build your humanity. We thank
Christ, South Africa.
Jesus for this day.
We knew nothing. We did
not tell God that we were
in darkness and ask that
He should send missionaries to us. We did not go
overseas and ask the missionaries to help us because we were living in
darkness. But what vision
c a m e to the missionary
that he should go across
the seas to help the Africans? Who set that vision
before the missionaries ?
It was the grace of God.
Therefore, dear brethren, we must see actually
what Jesus is to us and
Main Dwelling', Matopo Mission

With the Church
In The Homeland
BIBLE SCHOOL REPORT
Summer Vacation Bible School was held
at Cross Roads Church, Lancaster County,
July 19-30, 1948 with a teaching staff of 26
teachers and assistants. The children took a
great interest in Old Testament Studies as
well as the Life of Christ and others.
Offerings were lifted twice each week. The
first Tuesday evening a cash offering of
$25.00 was given for Messiah Lighthouse
Chapel. The second Tuesday a food offering
was brought for the same place. It was
quite impressive to see the children present
their gift at the front of the Church as they
came in for the opening session.
An offering for supplies for the new hospital in Africa was taken each Thursday
evening. The first week one of our sisters
who is a nurse brought in an array of articles needed. An offering of $25.00 was
given to purchase supplies for two dressing
trays and some linens and towels. The second
week, with an offering of $125.00, a wheel
chair, a pressure cooker used for sterilizing,
a hospital screen, linens and $40.00 toward
a bed was given for the same cause.
The second Tuesday evening Bro. Joel
Carlson presented a very challenging appeal
and approximately 20 children came forward
for prayer. Only eternity will reveal the results of the seed sown during these two
weeks.

VENTURE IN DAILY VACATION BIBLE
SCHOOL
The Cross Roads Brethren in Christ
Church, York County, Pennsylvania felt the
need of ministering to the children in their
community and so held their first Vacation
Bible School from July 19 to 30, 1948.
Since they had little experience in this
type of work, they asked several from the
Grantham District to assist them. This resulted in a staff of twelve and a total of
seven classes. The church was too small to
accommodate more than two classes, so two
classes used the schoolhouse adjoining the
church grounds, two met on the lawn and
the adults used the large bus. The boys and
girls were transported by the bus, trucks
and private cars.
Wednesday evening of the second week
we had Decision Day. Several dozen boys
and girls responded to the gentle wooings
of the Saviour.
The Bible school lifted two offerings which
amounted to $82.00 for the school which is
being built for the Navajo Indians at our
mission station in New Mexico.
The two weeks passed too quickly for the
enthusiastic boys and girls. Even the adults
wished it would continue longer.
Our closing program was held Friday evening, July 30. A number of parents and
friends gathered to enjoy the samples of
work presented by the children. The boys
and girls were thrilled with their certificates
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and awards. We were pleased to announce
our average attendance, 160.
The workers and community folks feel
grateful to God for His rich blessing upon
our school. His hand of guidance was keenly evident as we met problems of securing
the staff and supplies. We all enjoyed the
fine spirit of fellowship and cooperation
among our group.
Mary Brubaker
Refton, Pennsylvania
Our Daily Vacation Bible School opened
July 19 and lasted two weeks.
Opened at 9:00 and closed at 11:30. We
had a teaching staff of ten. Sr. Robert
Dagen taught singing three days a week for
fifteen minutes. The children enjoyed singing choruses. Each year we learn a song by
memory. This year we learned, "Joy Unspeakable." Each day we had a talk to the
children by one of the teachers or a visitor.
On decision morning Bro. Lutz talked to
the children on the value of giving our lives
to Christ in our youth. There were four accepted Christ.
We had 142 enrolled and 114 had perfect
attendance. We took a missionary offering
each Friday.
Our June District Young People's Meeting was held at Refton. The evening was
given to the Beulah College Male Quartette
and Bro, Dohner.
Our communion s e r v i c e was held on
August 15.
Suie Naomi Hess
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
Summer Bible School opened June 28 with
an enrollment of 202. It was a Union school
with teachers of five different denomination's; yet we had splendid co-operation. It
gives one a thrill to see the busses go loaded
with children eager to learn. One hundred
thirteen pupils received rewards for having a
perfect attendance. Fifteen of the 22 teachers also had a perfect attendance.
The children's offering for relief work
amounted to $51.72. The last night, July 9,
they gave a program in which they recited
some of the things they had learned.
July 21, Bro. and Sr. Samuel Engle returned home from Ferguson Valley where
they were helpers in a tent meeting. They
had been absent from us for almost three
weeks.
July 29 marked the fourth anniversary of
our Sewing Circle. A meeting was held at
the home of Bro. and Sr. Chas. Gingrich,
where the activities of the past four years
were reviewed. We are glad we can share in
this work for the needy of other lands and
yet not forget those at our doors. We are
encouraged to continue this work.
Ella M. Lauver
Springvale, Ontario
A tent meeting was held here from June
20 to July 11 in charge of Eld. Harry Hock,
Detroit, Michigan. We appreciated his services. Several children were saved and others helped to a deeper experience.
Because of pressing duties at home, Bro.
Hock felt he could not stay the last two
days, so we secured the services of Eld.
Marshall Winger.
The Sunday evening service resulted in
several seeking God. We are still looking
to God for a continued revival.
Our street meetings Saturday night in the
local town are encouraging. We are pray(Continued on page fifteen)
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Return For Revival
Edwin Raymond

Anderson

wind of revival to blow the blessing of
heavenly enduement and enveloping and
empowerment through the midst. And no
course, there is nothing new in that state- program can be very powerful if the saints
ment, and for the many it has been heard continue to slumber, and if the passing sinso often that what is meant to be crucial, ners continue to scoff, and if, "all things
has petered out into the commonplace. continue as they were."
It is not a new problem, for there is
What is often heard is hardly heeded, and
with a little less of hearing and a little nothing new concerning this necessity for
more of heeding, it may perchance be that revival return. Even the prophet of old,
the reality of revival may percolate into the* Habakkuk felt the pressure of it, for he
reaches of the heart, and out into the fibres cried aloud, " 0 Lord revive Thy work"
(Hab. 3:2).. But then, with Habakkuk, it
of action and service.
was an earnest prayer and not a flitting
And that paramount need for honest and about upon the fringes of religious sentiheart-searching revival is proven by many ment. It was not a prayer of the "fashionfactors, not the least being the tragedy of a able" sort . . . and there are "fashions" in
present day church which has been all too religion as well as in other things! . . . but
successful in being a failure! While we a prayer that marked the outpouring of the
have become masters of the secondary, we soul, and a prayer which turned its burden
have made a mess of what is always pri- back upon the soul with the holy searching.
mary with the Lord God. One is filled with For note that Habakkuk cried, " 0 Lord . . .
sorrow and shame for contemplation of the revive Thy work"; and when a man admits
time and effort spent in majoring on minor the full sway of the LORD over the every
themes, and allowing the major matters to detail of life, without question, without dedie away in the lazy wind of pious inten- lay, without limitation, without evasion,
tion. But then, that sort of business be- then such a prayer becomes a tremendous
comes a burden and marks the condemna- and powerful thing! Then will it truly be.
tion of the Lord. And this matter of revival "Revival At Cost," and that cost, of whatis too holy, too vital, too tremendously ever form or nature, will be squarely measpressing to be callously allowed to die ured and met.
away on church reports, or to become lost
But alas, we are afraid of that. We hindin the maze of some careless committee.
The Lord will insert "the thorn of irrita- er and we hedge about. We forget that the
tion" in the flabby midst, by stirring up a first letter of that word "revival," that "R,"
faithful one here, and a faithful one there, may well stand for Reality, for Rededicaand begin a kindling of a fire which can- tion, for Renewal. We forget that the last
not be kept under. By His Holy Spirit will letter of that word "revival," that "L,"
the Lord see to it that the definite "break- might well stand for Lordship. And bethrough" comes . . . and what a surprise it tween these two, we shall find the whole
shall be to many who have argued the matter concerning revival pressed burningnecessity of revival, but never accepted the ly deep into the personal mould. And too,
general success can never cover or gloss
reality of its presence in the midst!
over, personal failure!
It is the tragedy of the present day
And so, when we take up this talk conchurch, that it has been all too successful cerning the matter of revival, let's get perin being a failure. It has everything which sonal. Let us bring it down to that one
ought to go into the makings of revival, as level which the Lord has indicated . . . the
far as hewing to the line of truth is con- level of the lone individual prostrated becerned. There is a Scriptural ministry as fore the Lord, and by His Spirit, engaged
far as faithfulness to the Word of the Lord in a holy wrestling which shall thresh and
is concerned. There is a semblance of spir- turn and touch and trouble, until the blessitual life in the midst. There are prayers ed and holy "Until" of His favour and His
for revival, and one cannot say that they approval and His commendation. There will
are not sincere. There is an undercurrent be searching and there may be stripping,
of recognition concerning the necessity of and He may have to sear deep. But then,
revival. But while all of these holy in- this is not a religious triviality, but a holy
gredients o u g h t to be mixed together, and vital and burning necessity, ere the
"pressed together, shaken down and run- closing day of grace leave us speechless,
ning over," they do never seem to meet in unprepared and fruitless.
marvelous mixture, and the church is left
—Hartford, Conn.
with the pathetic shell instead of the powerful supply. And frankly, all of our success
Diplomacy has been defined as the gentle
in detail and program can only be marked
as successful failure if there is no holy art of letting the other fellow have your
way about things.
ONEST and heart-searching revival is the
H
paramount need for the present hour
in. the life and welfare of the church. Of
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sin has degraded every body, ruined every
soul, and undone all God's handiwork? Do
we know that sin has disrupted, blighted
and blasted all God's creation, animate and
inanimate? Do we know (and here we
tread a path of mystery with our shoes
from off our feet), that sin spat in the fact
of the Son of God, the Lord of Glory, the
Creator and Sustainer of the Whole oj
Life—struck Him to the heart, scourged
His back until His bones were bare, thai
it caused His sweat in the garden to be
like great drops of blood falling to the
ground? Do we know that? Well, it is
about time that we did, if we don't.

First then, do we realize that sin is the
direct cause of every sorrow, every sign,
every tear and every pain in God's universe, that every grave came into existence
because through man's sin came death?
Do we know that every prison, penitentiary and hospital exists today solely because of sin? Every thorn, thistle, briar
and weed came into existence because
through man's sin even the ground became
accursed, and thus only through the sweat
Do we know that sin broke the heart of
of his face can man eat bread, and his the Son of God? You may have heard
work and labour became an unending that song "He died of a broken heart for
grind, contending with aches and pains and you," but on that terrible day at Calvary
increasing decrepitude? Do we know that there were no songs heard, but only oaths
every shriek of fear and pain and quiver of and curses and jeers and mockings and
anguish that rends the heart of the deni- darkness to greet the dying ears and soothe
zens of the forest and jungle, torn asunder the dying hours of the Christ of God? Do
by cruel fangs and claws, the "sob of the we at last begin to see why God hates sin,
whole animal creation, travailing a n d and must destroy it? Do we wonder why
groaning in pain until now" is due to man's God everwhelmed the earth in the days of
sin, whilst in every burnt and blistered Noah, when the imaginations of men's
desert the bleaching bones of man and hearts were only evil continually, or why
beast cry aloud to heaven of man's sin? He destroyed Sodom and the cities of the
And not until He "Whose right it is to plain for their exceeding wickedness? Furreign" shall come again shall the desert ther—and this concerns us all in this day
blossom as the rose or the wolf and the and generation—the signs and present linelamb dwell together or the lion eat straw up of the nations indicate that the greatest
like the ox. Do we not yet realize that of all God's judgments seems to be impend"man's inhumanity to man makes countless ing—over all the apostate nations of the
millions m o u r n ? " But why the inhuman- earth, and truly "men's hearts are failing
ity?
them for fear" because of what they see
Because of sin (and they can have all looming over the earth, right now at this
the covenants and peace pacts and treaties very minute.
under the sun. but until sin is removed and
For thousands of years God has been imdestroyed) there cannot be, and there will ploring men and nations to forsake sin and
not be, peace anywhere on this sad, sin- return to Himself, and with what result?
There have been many (and varied) de- stained, blood-soaked earth.
All they that see Him laugh Him to scorn
finitions of sin given by so-called authoriDo we know that from the day that Cain and have killed His prophets, apostles and
ties, but for our meditation here we will arose and slew his brother, sin has whetted ambassadors, to the ends of the earth. Do
simply define sin as the thing which God the edge of every knife and dagger that we know that in Europe during the fifteen
hates. You may say that you are not par- has pierced the heart of the victim at the years that preceded World War II more of
ticularly interested in God's likes or dis- hands of the assassin; that sin has loaded God's saints were put to death than were
likes (or if you don't actually say it you every gun and fired every shot that has killed in the first three hundred years of
live it, which in practice is the same thing). made wives widows and little children pagan persecutions? Why the darkest day
But right here and now I warn you that fatherless, and has covered the earth with of earth's history is today, if we judge
the time is not so far distant when for you the bodies of the slain? Do we know that from God's standards. Sin is as much the
and me God's viewpoint will be the only
product of hell in 1948 as it was when it
thing that will matter, as far as we are
crucified the Son of God, or fed the Chrisconcerned.
Prayer
tians to the lions, or burnt our forefathers
Still, for our meditation just now we
at the stake. And yet men unanimously
will firstly consider sin from the material
It is no loss of time to pray. Many reject the Prince of Peace, though Hitler,
angle, how it affects mankind on earth here think it chiefly or wholly lost time. They Franco, Mussolini, the Pope, or the Antiand now, and even from this aspect we mav are so full of business, they say, and as- Christ himself, will be followed by tens of
realize why God hates sin, and perhaps we, sume that prayer will spoil their business. millions of devoted adherents. And if there
too, may be brought to a realization that it I tell you that your business, if it be of are any who read this article who do not
would be to our own incalculable advan- such sort as ought to be done at all, will realize that sin will destroy the whole hutage if we could be brought to hate sin go all the better for much prayer.
man race (unless something can be brought
sufficiently to forsake it. For as we shall
Are you studying? It is no loss of time in to prevent it) may the mercy of God
see, it has brought universal ruin, destruc- to pray, as I know very well by my own be given to open their blinded eyes, betion, misery and death upon the whole hu- experience, if I am to preach, with only fore it is too late.
man race, and b e y o n d — a l w a y s — e v e r y - two hours for preparation, I give one hour
(Continued on page sixteen)
where.
to prayer.—Charles G. Finney.
John 3:1-21
HE appalling and abysmal ignorance on
the part of modern humanity concerning this subject which affects every facet
of life of the whole race in time and eternity, is one of the unexplainable phenomena of the present age.
Yet man today thinks that he knows
everything worth knowing, though I very
much question if at any other period of
human history there was as great a darkness or a more profound ignorance concerning the fact of sin and its consequences, both Godward and manward, its cause,
and its cure, than there is at this very moment.
And all this at a time when the ravages
of sin have reached such a climax and
apex, that whole nations, yea even humanily itself, is on the verge and brink of complete disaster and destruction as the last
vestiges of the sands of time run out in
the eternal hour glass of the Most High.
Perhaps the statement attributed to Bartineau can explain it, when he said, "Moral evil is the only thing in the creation, of
which it is decreed, that the more we are
familiar with it the less we know of it.
Sin blinds us to its own horror and shame."
And sin today seems to have almost reached the culminating point.
It is a wise action to check up on where
we stand occasionally, for unfortunatelv
our consciences, like keen-edged tools, can
get dull and blunted. We can get used to
things. This indeed is one of the major
tragedies of life.
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LOGAN — Wilfred J. Logan was born near
Manitou, Manitoba, on October 28, 1890, and
passed away at North Battleford, Saskatchewan, at the age of 57 years, 9 months and no
days. He was the son of the late John and
Louisa Logan.
He came to Saskatchewan in the year "1909
and settled near Central Butte. During the
first great war he was with the armed services.
In the year 1919 he was married to Elva
Robinson. To this union were born the following children: Prances, wife of Wendell E.
Harmon, Upland, California; Margery, at home;
J. Wesley, Victoria B. C.; and Beatrice, at
home.
In 1933 he and his family left Central Butte
and moved to the north, traveling with teams
and wagons. He located in the Melba District
and lived there for several years, and finally
moved to his late home in the Howard Creek
district in the summer of 1939.
Mr. Logan was well liked and respected by
nearly all who knew him. He was especially
popular with the children of the community,
and they spent many happy hours with him
around his home and in the fields. He was a
real friend and a great help to the workers
of the North Star Mission, and he will be
greatly missed by his family, the mission staff,
and the community.
During''his life he sought the Lord several
times without obtaining much help, but it
makes our hearts rejoice that a week before
he passed away he gave a very definite testimony that God had saved him, and should his
life be spared or not, he was going to serve
the Lord and live as a Christian should live.
He is survived by his wife and children, and
the following brothers and one sister: Wilbert,
of Kindersley; Ormand, of Central Butte; Albert, of Vancouver, B. C.; Victor, of Moose
Jaw; Pearl, also of Moose Jaw; and Norris, of
Central Butte. One grandson, Steven Logan
Harmon, and a daughter-in-law, Mrs. J. Wesley Logan, are also among the survivors.
Funeral services were held from the North
Star Brethren in Christ Church, where he attended faithfully, in charge of Eld E. D. Brechbill. A record crowd that overflowed the church
gathered to pay their last tribute of respect.
Burial was made in the Lord Tweedsmuir cemetery near the church. Text used: John 21:4.
When the morning was now come, Jesus stood
on the shore."

In The Homeland
(Continued from page thirteen)
ing that many will give heed to the Gospel,
while they stop to listen, or even as they
pass by.
Delia W. Nigh
Fairland, Cleona, Pa.
June 20, the Granthamairres rendered a
musical program in our Young People's
Meeting. We were happy to have them with
us. -Eld. Sylvanus Landis brought the message of the evening. Bro. and Sr. Landis
were visiting relatives and friends in this
community.
Our fourth annual Bible School opened
June 21. It was conducted in the evening,
with good interest. The average attendance
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Obituaries
(Continued from page nine)
As a small girl, Catherine was converted.
She was baptized at the age of fourteen and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
Jesus once said of Mary, "Let her alone—she
hath wrought a good work." The same can be
said of the deceased, for it was in her Church
that she worked actively and faithfully in the
service of others.
Funeral services were conducted in the home
of the daughter and family, by the Methodist
minister of Groveport; then at the Fairview
Brethren in Christ Church on Mother's Day,
1948. The message was brought by Bishop W.
H. Boyer, Eld. Ohmer U. Herr and Eld. Jesse
W. "Wenger assisted. Interment was made in
the Fairview cemetery.
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The late E. E.

Shelhamer

WELL Deep!" Valuable things do not gives you the faith that takes it.
The Holy Spirit comes upon a seeker
lie around on the surface. Oil is
worth more than gas, and of course is long before He comes in to abide. So,
don't make the mistake of running off with
worth the extra drilling.
The Kimberly diamond mines form the being "slightly healed," but tarry until
deepest man-made hole on earth and since every carnal trait is put to death and Christ
diamonds are worth more than coal, it comes in to reign without a rival.
When you are contradicted or misunderpays to go after diamonds.
"Walking with God" implies that we stood, if you want to fight your own battle,
are agreed; we are going in the same di- God will step aside and give you the job,
rection; also, we are keeping step, and our but it will be a hard job. On the other
goal is the same. A test of being well hand, if you can keep sweet and answer
saved, is not how well you can appear in never a word, He will defend and fight for
public, but how do feel inside, when snub- you, lifting you above all opposition.
bed and another is put ahead of you.
The Holy Spirit is very polite and will
The best way to triumph over a snub, is not talk while another is speaking. He is
to join in with opposers and inwardly re- very gentle and will not force one to listen.
joice, for God has either willed, or perSometimes we must wait quite a while
mitted this fresh token of his love.
in order to distinguish between His full
Wesley said, "The ill usages, the af- approval or disapproval.
fronts, the losses and the crosses, are better
We read of Israel: "God gave them
means to growth in grace than when every- their request, but sent leanness into their
thing is according to your liking." Then soul." This proves that man can perrejoice that you are counted worthy.
suade and finally compel God to let him
"Take it by naked faith." This may have his own way.
sound good, but it is too shallow. A betDoubtless Satan sometimes holds his
ter expression: Wait before God, until He
breath, so to speak, as he stands afar off
and eagerly watches our inward decision,
was 159. Bro. Ray Wenger was superin- whether we lean in the right or wrong ditendent of the school.
rection.
We were glad for another visitor who
Long before a big tree crashes with a
came to our midst following Conference, in
the person of Eld. B. M. Books of Grants boom, it. has leaned just a little out of
Pass, Oregon. On June 27, he brought us a balance. In like manner, long before a
message in our morning service from the preacher has gone down with a crash, he
life of Daniel.
July 3, the Conquerors Quartet from secretly trifled with a convenantal vow, to
Beulah College brought us inspiration and be on the safe side of every question. At
blessing in song and Eld. Elam Dohner first, he consented to lean just a little tospoke on the theme of consecration.
ward compromise; then toward calls that
Eld. and Sr. Allen Buckwalter were the
speakers in our morning service, July 25. gave a little more money; then toward
We enjoyed their presence and the service big dinners; then toward being a "good
they rendered. We trust that all who heard mixer," especially with business men and
have gained a greater interest in mission pretty women; lastly, a little pull, or a
work in India.
little push and down he goes with a crash
Eva Punk
that shocks everybody.
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Take Balaam, a backslidden prophet,
On Sunday, August 1, the Cumberland
District Youth Conference was held in the for an example. King Balak sent for him
Mechanicsburg Church.
to come and "curse" Israel. At first he
The theme of our Conference was "Press- inquired of God and was positively foring Toward the Mark." We were privileged
to have with us the following speakers, Eld. bidden to go. Balak sent again and inasMark Winger, Eld. Kenneth Hoover, Eld. much as Balaam secretly wanted the "wages
Eber Dourte, Bishop Henry A. Ginder and and honor," God permitted him and later
also Sr. Ruth Dourte who was in charge of God withstood him and finally cursed him.
the Children's Hour. Special music for the
day was provided by the Master's Quartette The last we see of him, he has joined Balak's army, is slain in battle and plunges
from Shippensburg, Pennsylvania.
Our services were well attended. Topics into perdition.
were practical and timely; and they were
What a fearful thought, that there are
very ably discussed. The day was closed
with an Evangelistic Message by Bro. Gin- men now howling in the corridors of hell,
der. We are indeed happy for the spirit who at one time walked on higher plains
and the results of that meeting. May we
as a group of Young People live more ef- of celestial light than any of us ever enfective Christian lives as a result of this joyed. "Let him that thinketh (yea, is
Conference.
quite sure) he standeth, take heed lest he
fall."
Dorothy E. Senseman
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fuse to be persuaded by the preaching of
men, and Christ Himself has declared of
all such "Neither will they be persuaded
though one rose from the dead," and that
this is so we know for Lazarus was raised
and Christ Himself arose, yet men still ignore God's message.
But believe me when I tell you (upon the
authority of God Himself) that He will not
be mocked, nor will He be permanently ignored. God has done all that is necessary,
in fact all that He can do, for man's salvation, which cost Him His all, and one
day there will be a day of reckoning with
the nations. Soon, we believe, He will have
to intervene "to destroy those who seek
to destroy His earth." And before the
great white throne shall all appear to give
account of the deeds done in the body,
whether good or bad. Well will it be for
those who will be found clothed and sheltered in the Robe of Righteousness of God's
own providing. The point that concerns
us now is, "What are we going to do about
i t ? " If this building were on fire you
would not sit there in your seats discussing
the temperature of the flame, nor would
you theorize about fires in general. You
would take some practical steps, and jollv
long steps, and pretty quick ones too, I
guess, to get out, would you not? Unfor-

given sin in the life puts us in a much more
serious position than a fire in this building would, yet we do not display the concern in the first case that we would do in
the latter. It's not the knowing, it's the
acting upon the knowledge that counts.

E V A N G E L I C A L
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Tragedy
(Continued from page fourteen)
Thus far we have chiefly considered sin
in so far as it affects the temporal and
material, though its affects are greater by
far in the realm of the spiritual. This
naturally and inevitably brings in the personal equation, for we cannot consider sin
as an abstract quality, for sin is inseparably connected with sinners. This is, indeed, what gives this sin question its paramount and vital importance for we all are
sinners. And unless the sinner can be
separated from his sin he, too, must perish
in that day when the Lord of Hosts will
arise in majesty and might to shake terribly the earth. And God emphatically
declares that the wicked shall be turned
into hell and all the nations that forget
God. "They shall gather out of His kingdom everything that offends, and cast them
into a furnace of fire." Who says so?
Jesus Christ says so; and "what right
have we to water down the stern Gospel
message?"
What presumption it is if we dare to
soften down the words of the Master in
the name of kindness. Was He Himself
not the kindest of the sons of men? Jesus
has rightly been called 'gentle' and He re>
mains forever the friend of sinners—but
against sin He hurled an invective more
terrible than any before or since. He hated it with implacable hatred and fought it
to the death."
Sin has ruined all God's
handiwork, the virus of sin is in man's
blood, and for this terrible and deadly disease He had to provide a drastic remedy.
And thus it was that God (in Christ) came
down to do what man was unable to do
for himself, and from this act the great
fact of substitution emerges, upon which
all our hopes for time and eternity are
based. Thus for all who will receive it
there is provided a free pardon and full
acceptance at the hands of God.
The sands of time are rapidly running
out. God's long-suffering will not endure
for ever. Romans chapter 1 tells us that
when men had sunk so low that they no
longer had any desire to know God (and
is not that what we see today), God gave
them up, and when this stage is reached
there is no further remedy and nothing can
prevent man's final damnation. Don't trifle with sin, my friends, "My spirit shall
not always strive with man," yet such is
the grace of God as revealed in the parable of the marriage supper that it states,
"The Bridegroom came at midnight." Why
midnight? He comes at midnight in order
that the sinner may have the last second
of the last minute of the last hour to make
his peace with God. St, Paul tells us thai
"knowing therefore the terror of the Lord
we persuade men," but today men, alas, re-

Awareness
Miriam

Teichner

God—let me be aware.
Let me not stumble blindly down the ways.
Just getting somehow safely through the
days,
Not even groping for another hand,
Not even wondering ivhy it all was planned,
Eyes to the ground unseeking for the light.
Soul never aching for a wild-winged
flight.
Please, keep me eager just to do my share.
God—Let me be aware.

Listen. Lot would have shared the same
fate as the rest of the people in Sodom if
he hadn't got out and got out quickly at
that. Noah and his family would have
perished in the flood if they had not obeyed God's command and got inside the ark.
And as an ambassador for Christ, I warn
you in God's name, that except ye repent ye
shall all likewise perish. The great men,
and the mighty men shall call on the rocks
and mountains to fall on them and hide
them from the face of Him that sitteth upon the throne, and from the wrath of the
Lamb. But neither mountain nor rocks
will offer sanctuary in that day, when
God's judgments are upon the earth. There
is a sanctuary—a hiding place—a refuge
from the coming storm—in the riven heart
of Jesus Christ. A way of escape has been
opened up through the rent veil, of the
pierced side of the smitten Redeemer, right
into the heart of God.
God asks for no hard task on our part—
"My supper is prepared, my oxen and fatlings are killed, all things are now ready.
Come ye to the Marriage Supper of the
Lamb." All the preparations are of His
own providing; our part is the accepting
and receiving. Don't trust, my friends, in
your good living. The Pharisees were good
living people—they fasted, they prayed,
they gave tithes of all they possessed. Yet
in the parable, it was the Publican and not
the Pharisee who was accepted of God and
received the blessing. And indeed, from
this and other parables, we see that God is
not concerned with our good deeds and attainments. He knows them all and they
are estimated but as filthy rags in His
sight. And besides it is not our perfections
He wants to see; He wants us, instead, to
realize our imperfections, and to properly
appreciate the perfections of Christ, and
when we truly see these, we will follow the
example of Job, and say as he did, "I have
seen Thee and I abhor myself and repent
in dust and ashes."

God—Let me be aware.
Slab my soul fiercely ivith other's pain,
Let me walk seeing horror and stain.
Let my hands, groping, find other hands.
Give me the heart that divines, understands.
Give me the courage, wounded, to fight.
And may the Spirit of the Risen Christ
Flood me with knowledge, drench me in grant us all such a vision—saint and sinlight.
ner alike, and as a result may our lives rePlease, keep me eager just to do my share. ceive a new orientation, that Christ may
have the pre-eminence in all things, and to
God—Let me be aware.
—Unknown.
us, at least, be all in all.—Ryde, N.S.W.
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